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Abstract: A number of web services are now available and it therefore seems natural to 
reuse existing web services to create composite web services. The key to the 
problem of web services composition is how to model the input and output 
data dependency of candidate web services and how to satisfy that of a service 
request by composition efficiently. In this paper we propose an algorithm 
based on the concept of invocation layer and Knaster-Tarski fixpoints theorem, 
which can be used to get the least invocation layers of candidate web services 
to satisfy the given service request. Then we design another search algorithm 
based on A* procedure to find the best composition ways according to the 
invocation layers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A web service is a software system designed to support interoperable 
machine-to-machine interaction over a network. There might be frequently 
the case that a web service does not provide a requested service on its own, 
but delegates parts of the execution to other web services and receives the 
results from them to perform the whole service. In this case, the involved 
web services together can be considered as a composite web service. 

All-sided development process for composite web services involves 
solutions to several problems, which, generally speaking, are discovery of 
useful candidate web services, calculation of their possible composition, and 
execution of the new generated Web Service. The work presented in this 
paper is providing concrete approaches in calculation of web service 
composition. Much research work are devoted to this regard, and researchers 
use Petri Nets [8, 9], linear logic [10], state charts [1] or finite state machines 
[2] to model and execute composite Web Service. The large number of 
works in this area confirms the emerging interest in web services as service-
oriented software artifacts, and their composition. 
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In this paper, we are interested in studying how web services can be 
composed to provide more complicated features. We propose an algorithm 
based on the concept of invocation layer and fixpoints theor- em, which can 
be used to get the least invocation layers of candidate web services to satisfy 
the given service request. Next, we design another search algorithm based on 
A* procedure to find the best composition ways according to the invocation 
layers. Meanwhile, we analyze the implementation issues of the algorithms. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces 
our motivation and Section 3 describes our algorithm generating the least 
invocation layers and analyzes the correctness and performance of it. Section 
4 describes our search algorithm base on A* procedure and Section 5 
proposes to use Bloom Filter to implement the operations of sets in the 
algorithms. Finally, conclusions and future plans are given in Section 6. 

2. MOTIVATION 

Web services are described in the Web Services Definition Language 
(WSDL) [5].Considering the following WSDL fragment of a Web Service: 

<message name= "fl^dCloseRestaurant_Request"> 
<part name="custAddress" type="xs: string"/> 
<part name= "foodPref type= "xs: string"/> 

</message> 
<message name= "findCloseRestaurant_Response "> 

<part name- "restaurantName " type= "xs: string"/> 
<part name= "restaurantAddress " type= "xs:string"/> 
<part name="restaturantPhone" type="xs: string"/> 

</message> 
<portType name= " findCloseRestaurantPortType"> 

<operation name= "findCloseRestaurant"> 
<input message= "findCloseRestaurant_Request"/> 
< output mess age="findCloseRestaurant_Response"/> 

</operation> 
</portType> 

From this fragment, we can find that there are three pieces of semantic 
information which are vital to a web service: its input parameter set, output 
parameter set and data dependency information between different inputs and 
outputs. In practical, we can store a web service having several inputs and 
outputs dependency relationships as different items in repository, which will 
not bring any effect except for simplicity. So each web service ws can be 
defined formally as follows: 
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Definition 2.1 (Semantic Web Services) A semantic web service is named as 
ws. Let wsin with w .̂„ ={I^J^,...J p}be its set of input parameters. Let wsout 
with ws^^j = {0^,02,...P^] be its set of output parameters. Then ws can be denoted 
formally as: 

ws-<ws. ,ws > 
in ~ out 

Likewise, we can define formally a composition request r as follows. 

Definition 2.2 (Semantic Service Request) A service request is named as r 
Let rin with r.^ = {Aj,...,AJ be its set of available or existing input parameters. 
Let rout^ith r^,={Dp.../)} be its set of desired output parameters. Then r can be 
denoted formally as: 

r=<r,r> 
in ' out 

Definition 2.3 (Functions getin and getOut) Let WS be the set of all 
available web services which can be found from a local file system, resources 
referenced by URIs or provided by a repository such as UDDL The functions are 
mapped from a web services to the set of input parameters or output parameters 
respectively. They are denoted formally as follows: 

getIn: WS -^ fwsjws e WS}, getOut: WS -> {wsjws e WS} 

In this paper, we look a service request as a special kind of web service, 
so function getIn and getOut can also act on service requests and get the 
available or desired parameters set respectively. 

If we can discovery a web service ws satisfying a given service request r, 
then ws must be invoked using the existing parameters of r and produce the 
desired parameters of r. We define the conditions under which a web service 
ws satisfies a given semantic service request r as a predication FullySatisfy: 

Definition 2.4 (Predication FullySatisfy) Let WS be as Definition 2.3 and 
RQ be all service requests, ws s WS andreRQ. FullySatisfy is a predicate 
FullySatisfy: WSxRQ-^Bool having the following definition: 

FullySatisfy (ws, r) = true iff (getln(ws)^getIn(r))A (getOut(ws)^ getOut(r)) 

In practice, however, it is often impossible that one web service can fully 
satisfy the given request. Then, one has to combine multiple web services 
that only partially satisfy the request. Given a request r and two web services 
X and y, for instance, suppose one can invoke x using inputs in getln(r), but 
the output of X does not have what we look for in getOut(r). Symmetrically, 
the output of y generates what we look for in getOut(r), but one cannot 
invoke y directly since it expects inputs not in getln(r). Furthermore, using 
initial inputs of getln(r) and the outputs of x, one can invoke y 
{i.Q.,(getIn(r)ugetOut(s)) ^ getIn(y)).So the request r can be satisfied by the 
invocation layers of: r -^ /3c/ -> {y} .We define the conditions above as a 
predication LayeredlySatisfy. 
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Definition 2.5 (Predication LayeredlySatisfy) Let r be as definition 
2.4. Si,..., S jj (n>l) is a sequence of Web Services set and Si c- WS (1 < i< 
n) . The predication LayeredlySatisfy: (P(WS) f""'x RQ-^ Bool has the 
following definition. 
LayeredlySatisfy((S i,S 2,...,S ̂ ),r) = true if the following tree conditions holds: 

(a) getln(ws)(ws eSi)^getln(r) 

(b) getln(r) u ([}^^^^^ getOut{ws)) u...u rU..e5,_i S^^Out{ws)) 

^ (getln(ws)(ws eSt)) (l<i <n) 

fe^ (\}.s.s,.,getOut(ws))u...urU.,,,„getOut(ws))^getOut(r) 

Here, Si,...,Sn is called an invocation layer sequence (ILS for short) for 
r and i ( 1< i< n ) is called invocation layer number (ILN for short). 
Especially, n is called greatest ILN (GILN for short). Obviously, we can get 
getOut(r) by n layer invocations. According to the definitions above. 
Fully Satisfy is the special case oi LayeredlySatisfy. 

Fig.1. Invocation layer example 
For example, in Fig.l, there are four web services So, S2, S3 and S5 with 

s^={{a},{b,c}\ S2=({b},{d}), S3=({b},{e}), 5̂ =( {d,e,c},{f}\ and a service 
request r with r=({3},{/}). Obviously, LayeredlySatisfy(({s^fs2, sj,{sj),r) 
stands and the GILN is 3. 

3. FIXPOINTS THEOREM BASED ALGORITHM 

3.1 Algorithm Description 

From the analysis above, we can conclude that the key problem of web 
services composition is how to implement an algorithm to find the web 
services satisfying the predication LayeredlySatisfy. The pseudo code of our 
algorithm is shown as follows. 

Algorithm GetlnvocationLayer (Input: web services corpora WS, service 
request r; Output: invocation layer layer) 
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1) visitedWs <- 0 
2) gottenPara^^-getIn(r) 
3)n<r-Q 
4) layer[n] <- {start} 
5) While -i(gottenPara^ getOut(r)) do 

5.1)S<— {ws I wsG WS,ws0visitedWs,getIn(ws)^ottenPara} 
5.2)ifS = Q!> 

5.2.1) then print ''Failure!'' and return 
5.3)n<r-n + \ 
5.4)layer[n]<r-S 
5.5) visitedWs ^ visitedWs u S 
5.6)gottenPara<- gottenPara u TlJw.ê  g^tOut(ws)) 

6)iii<^n + \ 
7) layer[n] <— {end} 

8) return 

Variable visitedWs is a set and used to save the web services that have 
been visited so far, and variable gottenPara is also a set and used to save the 
parameters that have been available or generated so far. Array variable layer 
is used to save the web services of each invocation layer. Constant WS 
represents a set of all available web services which can be found from a local 
file system, resources referenced by URIs or provided by a repository such 
as UDDI. Variable r denotes a given web services composition request. Start 
and end nodes are virtual services that respectively provide require the data 
from the problem. 

At every iteration, some new web services that can be invoked using 
gottenPara are found. At some point, if gottenPara^ getOutfr), then it means 
that using the parameters gathered so far, one can get the desired output 
parameters in get Out (r), thus finding the web services invocation layers with 
the least GILN satisfying the predication LayeredlySatisfy. 

3.2 Algorithm Analysis 

Theorem 3.2.1 (Termination). GetlnvocationLayer will terminate at 
some point. 
Proof. For any given service request reRQ: 
1. If r can be satisfied by some composition of several available atomic web 

services. Since there are only finite number of web services, and each of 
iteration of while loop adds only "new" set of web services, the condition 
of gottenPara 3getOut(r) must be satisfied at some point. Then the 
iteration must end, so the algorithm will terminate. 

2. r can not be satisfied by some composition of several available atomic 
web services. From condition b) of Definition2.5 for LayeredlySatisfy, 
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we can find that the transition between Layer i-1 and i (Sj.̂  =:>Sj) is a 
partial order relationship, and the greatest lower bound (gib) is getln(r) 
and the least upper bound (lub) is getln(r)u getOutfr). Meanwhile, the 
transition relationship between invocation layers is monotonic, and 
therefore, as Knaster-Tarski Theorem [7] implies, there always exists a 
fix point, ensuring that after this point, gottenPara will not change. That 
also means that S will not change, then if sentence of Line 5.2) of the 
algorithm will stand, causing the algorithm to return. 
Thereby, inputting any service request, GetlnvocationLayer will 

terminate at some point. 

Theorem 3.2.2 (Least GILN) If the input service request can be satisfied 
by composing existing web services, then GetlnvocationLayer can get the 
ILS Si,...,S„ satisfying LayeredlySatisJy((Sj,S2,...,S^),r) and with the least 
GILN. 
Proof. The former half part of Theorem can be proved by the exit condition 
of while sentence in Line5. Next, we will proof the latter half part of 
theorem using counter-evidence. Let S/,...,SJ be another ILS of r. That is to 
say, LayeredlySatify((Si', S2',...,Sm'),r) stands and m<n. According to the 
iteration process of GetlnvocationLayer, it will return after the n-th iteration, 
which is contradicted with the fact that algorithm will return at the m-th 
iteration. So Si,...,Sn is with the least GILN. 

3.3 Example 

For instance, now there is a request r as r = ({a},{f}), and in set WS, a 
fragment of relevant web services as following: SQ = ({a},{b,c}), Sj = ({a},{g}), 
S2 =({b},{d}), S3 =({b},{e}), S4 =({g},{h}), S5 =({d,e,c},{f}), ŝ  =({a,h},{k}) 

Then the algorithm GetlnvocationLayer gets the invocation layers as 
Fig.2. 

CitarT) 

Layer 1 (g ) (i?) ^ 

2 CS2) (S3; (S4. 

3 CS53 CS6^ j j 

end 

Fig.2. Invocation layers generated by algorithm 
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4. A* BASED SEARCH ALGORITHM 

GetlnvocationLayer does not solve the problem of semantic web services 
composition fully, for the ILS Si,...,Sj^return by it may not be optimal and 
may include some web services which have no contribution to the service 
request. However, GetlnvocationLayer provides a search space where we 
can find a minimal set of web services contributing to the request. We can 
get an invocation path by selecting the minimal set of web services from 
each invocation layer generated by the algorithm. If 
LayeredlySatisfy((Sj,S2,...,S^),r), and at i-th layer, there are mi web services 
that can be invoked, then there are 2""' -1 search choices at this layer, so there 
are totally (2""̂  -1) (2""" -1) search paths in the search space generated by 
the algorithm. For instance, in Figure 3, starting from start node, there are 2^-
1=3 ways to invoke subsequent web services : {so},{si} and {so,Si}.Then next, 
there are 2^-1=7 ways to invoke: {S2}, {S3}, {S4}, {S2,S3}, {S2,S4}, {s3,S4}and 
{S2,S3,S4}. At Layer 3, there are also 3 choices: {s5},{s6} and {s5,S6}. So there 
are totally 3x7x3 = 63 paths as Fig.3.The path colored red is our desired one. 
From this example, we can find the problem that the search space will 
expanded exponentially, so an effective search algorithm is imperative. In 
this paper, we propose to use A* procedure [11]. 

A* procedure is heuristics-based branch-bound search algorithm, with an 
estimate of remaining distance, combined with the dynamic-programming 
principle. The heuristics function of A* algorithm is based on the guesses 
about distances remaining as well as facts about distances already 
accumulated. It is comprised into two parts as: u(total path length) = 
d(already traveled) + u(distance remaining), whtYQ d(already traveled) is the 
known distance already traveled and u(distance remaining) is an estimate of 
the distance remaining. Since the performance of A* algorithm heavily 
depends on the quality of the heuristics function, it is important to use the 
right heuristics to strike a good balance between accuracy and speed. 

Definition 4.1 (Heuristics Function) Given some candidate sets of web 
services iS (S c layerfi]) to visit next at Layer i, we design the heuristics function h 
as h(S)=d(S)+u(S), where d(S) represents the set of available parameters and 
u(S) represents the set of remaining parameters ofOUT(r). Let output(S) = {s\s 
is output parameter generated by the visited web services until S in the current 
search path}. We define d(S) andu(S) as follows: 
d(S) = I getln(r) ^output (S) \ 
u(S) = I OUT(r)/output (S) \ 

The pseudo code of our search algorithm base on A*search idea is shown 
as follows. G is the adjacency-list representation of the graph generated by 
algorithm GetlnvocationLayer, whose vertices of layer i are the subsets of 
variable layer[i] except for 0 and edges are from one vertex of layer i to 
each of the next layer i+1 and the root node of G is start. 
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Algorithm HeuristicsBasedSearch (Input: service request r, 
invocation layers layer, heuristics functions d and u; Output: the optimal 
path n) 

1) Initialize OPEN list 
2) Initialize CLOSED list 
3) Add start node to the OPEN list 
4) while the OPEN list is not empty do 

4.1) Get node S off the OPEN list with the lowest h(S) 
4.2) Add S to the CLOSED list 
4.3) ifd(S) ^getOut(r) 

4.3.1) then return the path from the start node to S according to the 
function n 

4.4) for each S'eAdjfSJ do 
4.4.1) n[S']<^S 
4.4.2) d(S) <^ d(S) ^([^^,,s'getOut(ws) ) 
4.4.3) h(S')<r-d(S')+u(S') 

{start} 

2 {s^^{s^{^} {s2!;s3} {s^s4} {sJs4} {s2,s3.s4} 

{end} 

Fig.3. Expanded search space 

4.4.4) ifS' is on the OPEN list and the existing one is as good or better 
4.4.4.1) then discard S' and continue 

4.4.5) if S' is on the CLOSED list and the existing one is as good or 
better 

4.4.5.1) then discard S' and continue 
4.4.6) Remove occurrences of S'from OPEN and CLOSED list 
4.4.7) Add S'to the OPEN list 

5) return failure 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

When implementing the two algorithms above, there are many operations 
of sets occurring frequently, among which are subset judgment, union, 
intersection and difference operation. Their implementation efficiency is 
vital to that of whole algorithm. The key of all these operation is to solve the 
implementation of membership checking. In this paper, we propose to use 
Bloom Filter to finish the membership checking operations. 

A Bloom Filter is a simple space-efficient randomized data structure for 
representing a set in order to support membership queries. The space 
efficiency is achieved at the cost of a small probability of false positives, but 
often this is a convenient trade-off Therefore, Bloom Filters have received 
little attention in the theoretical community. In contrast, for practical 
applications the price of a constant false positive probability may well be 
worthwhile to reduce the necessary space. It was invented by Burton Bloom 
in 1970 [6]. Broder in [3] presents a plethora of recent uses of Bloom Filters 
in a variety of network contexts, with the aim of making these ideas 
available to a wider community and the hope of inspiring new applications. 

A Bloom Filter for representing a set S = {xi,x2,...,Xj^} of n elements is 
described by an array of m bits, initially all set to 0. A Bloom Filter uses k 
independent hash fimctions h p . . . , hĵ  with range {1 , . . . , m} . We make the 
natural assumption that these hash fimctions map each item in the universe 
to a random number uniform over the range {!,...,m} for mathematical 
convenience. (In practice, reasonable hash fimctions appear to behave 

, 

m 

bits 

' 

I 

f 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 4k"^~^ 

Parameter X 

.̂ -—--̂ '"' 

7^~.^^_.. 

HI (X) 

- H2 {X) 

' H3 (X) 

^ HI (Y) 

" H2 (Y) 

" H3 (Y) 

Parameter Y 

Fig.4. Bloom Filters with three hash fimctions 

adequately, e.g. [4].) For each elementx G S, the bits h-(x) are set to 1 for 
i ( l < i < k ) . A location can be set to 1 multiple times, but only the first 
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change has an effect. Fig.4 gives Bloom Filters example with three hash 
functions. 

To check if an item y is in S, we check whether all hi(y) are set to 1. If 
not, then clearly y is not a member of S. If all hi(y) are set to 1, we assume 
that y is in S, although we are wrong with some probability. Hence a Bloom 
Filter may yield a false positive, where it suggests that an element y is in S 
even though it is not. For many applications, false positives may be 
acceptable as long as their probability is sufficiently small. 

The salient feature of Bloom filters is that the probability of a false 
positive for an element not in the set, or the false positive rate, can be 
calculated in a straightforward fashion, given our assumption that hash 
functions are perfectly random. After all the elements of S are hashed into 
the Bloom Filter, the probability that a specific bit is still 0 i s ( l - ( l /m) )^ , 
hence the probability of a false positive in this situation 
is (l-(l-(l/m))^) '^«(l-e '" '"^) ' , the right hand side is minimized 
for A: = ln2xm/« , in which case it becomes (1/2)'̂  =(0.6125)"^^" .In fact, k 
must be an integer and in practice we might chose a value less than optimal to 
reduce computational overhead. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper studies how web services are composed to provide more 
complicated services. We propose an algorithm based on the concept of 
invocation layer and fixpoints theorem, which can be used to get the least 
invocation layers of candidate web services to satisfy the given service 
request. Next, we design another search algorithm based on A* procedure to 
find the best composition ways according to the invocation layers. These two 
algorithms have been applied to IntelliFlow system prototype developed at 
CIT to find web services composition setup. 

The idea presented in this paper can be extended in future from 
different points of view. We are interested in solving the problem when 
specific costs such as time and money are important. Weighted graphs might 
be a good option to address the problem for these particular issues. As 
another extension, empowering the approach to support pre-conditions and 
post-conditions as part of the request is one of our future plans. This will 
help in specifying more accurate queries and providing more accurate results. 
The main idea can also be extended to the composition of general software 
services or even components. If we can somehow extract the required 
information (inputs, outputs, input-output dependencies) for each available 
component, the same approach could be used for other types of software 
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services and components as well. This would be consider- ed as another 
strength of the proposed method. 
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